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Practitioner and Work  

 

Yoon Kiun’s works, displayed at the Gallery Grimson under the title Oscillation, were composed of 

congregations of numerable hands. One who views his work for the first time may question why he 

depicted so many hands. The reason he delineates hands is remarkably straight forward. During his 

school days Yoon studied painting through hand drawings. In this process he naturally felt some 

linguistic feeling inherent in hands. Since his 2007 work Talk Yoon began depicting hands. As he is a 

right-hander, he mainly draws his left hand with his right hand.  

 

Yoon represents his ideas through a process of anguish and exploration. He does not accept a given 

situation as it is but acts and contemplates, based on his understanding of, interpretation of, and 

reflections on the situation. Although the artist’s creative activity is confined by a social structure 

filled with conflicts and contradictions, he is a practitioner who is able to create new working 

techniques through a transformation of Korean painting style. With this ability he brings his work to 

viewers through the medium of hands.  

 

 

Echoes Standing Still yet Moving  

 

His works displayed at the show connote an open interpretation and show a binary opposition 

through the hands he depicts. If seen from a distance, the hands looks like the paper gesture in the 

rock-paper-scissors game, but if seen up close, they appear as rock. A variety of hands are 

represented in their correlations, and this symbol or its original connotation has another meaning 

within its circulation or duality.  

 

In Echo the processes of opening and closing hands are repetitively delineated in thin, thick, dark, 

or blurred lines. He delineates the oscillation of hands through this continual rendition of hands. He 

overlaps many layers of paper to bring about the feeling of sound waves and the movement of 

sound, applying the different shades of colors. Upon closer examination, the viewer may feel a 

minute, dizzying movement as if the hands were swaying. It lies in the duality of meanings 

influencing each other rather than a referential relation or interpretation. Each hand appears still 

on paper, but if several pieces of paper overlap, the hand seems to move. In this way one moving 



hand represents duality, confinement and possibility. 

 

 

Oscillation and the Duality of Structure  

 

In this show the artist intends to represent relativity and absoluteness, stillness and movement, a 

visualization of the aural sense, and a situational change from one hand to another hand through 

the movement of the hands. His work appears so simple, yet expresses change through the various 

types of hands, and has a magnetism derived from a subtle resonance of symbols. Minute 

movements derived from the oscillation of hands conceived for long hours can be conveyed to 

viewers as an echo with weak vibrations.  

 

These pieces are created through a labor-intensive process the artist developed himself. Although 

confined to the political structure of the Korean art world, his artistic activity shows a new way of 

working using the motif of hands, and a possibility for fresh creation. He expresses his self-portraits 

by portraying a gathering of innumerable hands opening or clenching, creating a sense of movement 

through the overlap of many layers of hands. Each self-portrait has a duality: if seen from a 

distance, it looks like a face, but if seen up close, it appears as a congregation of numerable hands.  

 

This technique of expressing a face with tiny hands is his unique technique. While confined by the 

technique he has created, it is possible to maintain and modify it. It is anticipated that his new 

work method will bring about an oscillation or an echo in the art scene, like the title of his 

exhibition.   

 

 

 


